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Executive summary
Waterlogic is a global leader in the manufacture, supply and operation of excellent drinking water 
solutions to all organisations. Since 1992 we have been supporting businesses across the globe in 
providing safe and healthy hydration to their employees, patrons and customers.

Quality is at the heart of what we do – we design and 
manufacture our own products, and operate a global
structure of fully qualified, trained, in-house service 
engineers and technicians, ensuring our customers get
the best product and experience. Our products and 
proprietary UVC purification technology, Firewall®, are 
certified to the most stringent standards available.

We cater to various market sectors in over 65 
geographies, and as such are in a unique position in our
industry to be able to offer standardised solutions to 
national and global customers across multiple verticals
– office, factory, distribution, hospitality, public spaces, etc. 
– based on our family of premium hydration brands.

‘Sustainability’ is at our core – we’ve been replacing 
bottled water coolers for decades, eliminating the need
for plastics, as well as HoD (Home-Office-Delivery – an 
activity which is taking a significant toll on the
environment). 

Currently, we eliminate the use of over 23.8bn  
single-use plastic bottles per annum, and through our 
Purezza brand we reduce the amount of single-use 
plastic and glass bottles in the hospitality supply chain by 
approximately 30m bottles a year (and growing rapidly).

With our global footprint, high-end product range and 
industry-leading service, we are in a fantastic position to 
offer access to the best hydration solutions available – 
whatever the application.
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The global hydration 
specialists

Founded in 1992, Waterlogic was one of the first companies to introduce mains-
fed dispensers to customers worldwide, and has been at the forefront of the 
market promoting product design and water quality, the application of proprietary 
technologies, sustainability and world-class sales and service ever since.

With over 1.5 million water dispensers in operation in over 65 markets (20 of which with 
our own wholly owned operating subsidiaries), we are proud to have over 50 million 
end-users drink Waterlogic water every day.

Established in
1992

65+ countries
served

1.5m dispensers
serving over 50m

people daily

A leading vertically 
integrated company

Revenue in excess 
of $400m

Over 2,900  
employees worldwide
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The Waterlogic 
story

Through nearly 30 years 
of operation, Waterlogic 
has expanded globally 
through organic growth 
and acquisitions.
Whilst traditionally focused on office 
mains-fed freestanding water dispensers, 
in recent years we have considerably 
expanded our proposition in order to 
provide the best drinking water solutions 
to all organisations.

A pivotal moment in our history was 
the development and launch of our 
proprietary Firewall® technology – the 
world’s most highly certified drinking 
water technology*, guaranteeing 
unparalleled performance in purification. 

We are now offering Firewall® solutions 
throughout a broad range of products 
and brands.

2000

2004

2010

2011

2013

2014

2015

2016

2018

1995

1992
Established to revolutionise 

water dispenser industry

Produces first UVC 
water dispenser

UK distribution deal funds 
manufacturing in Korea

Manufacturing moves to 
China

Patented Firewall® UVC 
dispensers launched

Firewall® certification 
attained to become
world’s most highly 

certified drinking water 
purification technology

Expansion in Europe

Ownership of entire supply 
chain from design, 
production, distribution 
and maintenance

Waterlogic goes public on 
London Stock Exchange

Purezza launches in 
Australia

Extensive global mergers 
and acquisitions growth

Waterlogic acquires 
PHS Waterlogic and 

Greenworks in the UK

Castik funds acquires 
Waterlogic plc

2020 Firewall® technology proven 
99.999% COVID-secure

Established as UK 
market leader

2019
Waterlogic enters new 

direct markets including 
Latin America

New R&D centre and factory 
opens in Dallas, Texas

Waterlogic acquires 
Billi and accelerates 

growth in Europe, U.S. 
and Australia

WL7 Firewall® UVC 
dispenser launched

*Firewall is the only purification system certified by IAPMO R&T to NSF/ANSI 55 
Class A, NSF P231 Protocol for Microbiological Water Purifiers, US EPA Guide 
Standard, NSF/ANSI 372 for lead free compliance and CSA B483.1. No other water 
dispenser features this standard of certification.
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Quality focus
Quality is at the heart of what we do, and in order to ensure we supply a top-quality experience to 
our customers, we have been designing and producing our own water dispensers since 2000. This 
establishes us as an industry leading global and fully vertically-integrated player.

Waterlogic initially started its manufacturing operations 
in Korea in 2000 and in 2004 relocated to Qingdao, 
China, to a wholly-owned manufacturing and research 
and development facility. Our quality control processes 
are the most stringent in the industry, with 100% of our 
products being tested for quality at every step of the 
manufacturing process.

A second manufacturing facility in Melbourne,
Australia, is focused on the production of Billi
boiling water taps.

In 2020, we launched a third production facility in Dallas, 
Texas, which provides further capacity and spread, 
reduces risk, and allows us to supply an “Assembled in 
America” product to various sectors – including U.S. 
Federal and State Government, military and defence 
contractors – thus presenting a significant growth
opportunity for Waterlogic in the U.S.

To ensure top-end service, we employ in-house service 
engineers in all our markets – all fully trained and 
qualified to Waterlogic’s standards, compliant with 
local requirements, and delivering excellent service to 
our customers globally. We offer a national footprint in 
all of our operating markets and can deliver a globally 
consistent level of service to international customers.
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FREESTANDING
& COUNTERTOP

DISPENSERS

HIGH-VOLUME
BOTTLE FILLING

INTEGRATED
DISPENSERS

HIGH-FOOTFALL
WATER DISPENSERS

CONSUMABLES
AND ACCESSORIES

Extensive choice of 
eco-friendly mains-fed 
drinking water solutions 
for unrivalled purity, 
hygiene and taste

Premium high-volume 
hospitality solution 
offering revenue-
focused sustainable 
replacement for table 
and bottled water

Space-saving, eco-
friendly systems with 
stylish functionality 
for corporate and 
hospitality environments

Hot and cold on-the-
go water bottle filling 
stations and fountains 
for public areas

A complete range 
of consumables and 
accessories offered as 
a service proposition to 
our customers across all 
verticals

The range of 
Waterlogic solutions
Extensive choice of eco-friendly mains-fed drinking water 
solutions for unrivalled purity, hygiene and taste

From humble beginnings providing office water dispensers in the UK, we are now proud to offer a wide range of solutions 
and brands catering to various verticals. Our hydration platform allows us not only to address multiple sectors, but also to 
provide multi-sector/multi-vertical customers with a complete end-to-end solution across all verticals and all markets.

This is especially relevant for companies who would like to maintain a consistent standard across all their operating 
markets – no other player in the industry can offer such a breadth of proposition and footprint.
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Product proposition

Purity and security
At the forefront of our ‘purity and security’ proposition 
is our Waterlogic range of workplace freestanding 
water dispensers, powered by the world’s leading 
purification technology and offering a wide range of 
features and benefits to our customers: 

• Firewall® UVC purification – ensuring up to 99.9999% 
protection against bacteria and viruses, including COVID-19, 
from the first drop of water to the last. 

• Exclusive to Waterlogic, BioCote® built-in antimicrobial 
protection restricts the growth of odour and stain-causing 
bacteria and mould around the dispensing area and filter, 
keeping the dispenser fresher and cleaner for longer.*

• Wide range of capacities available – from 10-100 users. 

• Wide range of ‘water states’ – from chilled-only machines, to  
all-in-one cold, ambient, hot, boiling and sparkling water 
machines. 

• Available as countertop or freestanding. 

• In light of the current environment, all Waterlogic dispensers 
are available with an optional foot pedal dispense solution, to 
allow for hands-free dispense. This solution is also retrofittable 
to all existing Waterlogic machines. 

All of our range is offered either on a convenient, no-hassle, all-
inclusive rental model (“zero capex”) or on an outright sale basis 
alongside a service and maintenance contract.

*Exclusive to Waterlogic in the category for commercial use mains-fed drinking water dispensers and solutions. BioCote® 
technology does not protect users or others against disease causing bacteria, germs, viruses or other harmful organisms. This 
technology is not a substitute for good hygiene and/or cleaning practices. BioCote® has not been tested or proven effective 
against SARS-CoV-2.
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The world’s first COVID-secure 
range of UVC water dispensers

“I have tested the Waterlogic Firewall machine 
and can confirm it removes COVID-19.”
 
Dr. Charles P. Gerba
Water & Energy Sustainable Technology (WEST) Center,  
University of Arizona

Firewall is 99.999% effective in eliminating 
COVID-19 from drinking water

Customers can benefit from total peace of mind 
knowing that Firewall is tested and scientifically proven 
effective against the human form of COVID-19.

Independent research by the University of Arizona’s 
Water & Energy Sustainable Technology (WEST) 
Center has confirmed the effectiveness of our patented 
Firewall UVC technology against COVID-19.

The testing conclusively proves Firewall’s ability to 
prevent back contamination into the system and the 
subsequent risk of cross-contamination between users, 
introducing the world’s first COVID-secure water 
dispensers.

IN
DEPENDENTLY TESTED

FI
R

EW
ALL

™  IS PROVEN COVID-SEC
U

R
E
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Product proposition

Purezza and Billi

Purezza
 
Launched in 2013 in Australia, is an end-to-end  
service positioned at the hospitality industry  
(hotels, restaurants and catering), allowing our customers  
to eliminate their dependence on bottled water, and offer l 
ocally sourced, freshly purified water to their customers, whilst 
reducing operating costs considerably and contributing to the 
reduction of the impact of single-use plastics and glass on the 
environment.

Since launching, our Purezza customer base has doubled every year, 
and the proposition is now available in over 15 markets globally and 
expanding. Waterlogic is by far the global leader in this space.

We offer a range of countertop and undercounter solutions, at 
different capacities and functionalities, to cater for the needs of every 
Hospitality customer. 

In 2020 we launched our first ever Firewall® hospitality machine – 
the P2 Firewall Bar Classe – which has further fortified our position 
as leaders in this space, providing unparalleled water purification 
capabilities to restaurants and hotels everywhere. In addition, we also 
launched our stylish new bottle in 2020, the Petalosa. Designed with 
ease of use, hygiene and the environment in mind, it’s the perfect 
compliment to the Classe.

Billi
 
Acquired in 2018, Billi products have brought a unique concept of 
under-bench instant filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling drinking 
water to the Waterlogic suite of products. A premium player in the 
integrated water systems sector, Billi incorporates cutting edge eco-
technology features and modern design, expanding its proposition 
across our operating markets globally.

Billi products are available in a wide range of finishes (including 
bespoke finishes), and with a broad range of capacities and 
functionalities (from hot-only or chilled-only, to an all-in-one chilled, 
boiling and sparkling tap solution).  

2020 saw the launch of the Firewall® Tower Dispenser, the first Billi 
product to feature both Firewall® and BioCote® technologies, an ideal 
hydration solution for health and aged-care environments.
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Product proposition

Bottle filling and 
consumables

Bottle filling stations 
 
Introduced in 2018, bottle filling stations are aimed 
at providing high capacity access to water, mainly in 
publicly accessible areas (schools, transport hubs, stadia, 
etc.) – in response to the growing trend of consumers 
carrying their own bottles as a conscious effort to reduce 
the dependence on single-use plastics. Products are 
constructed from robust stainless steel, allowing them 
to weather even the most adverse of conditions and are 
available in a range of designs and functionalities. All 
of our range supports hands-free dispense for optimal 
hygiene. We also offer customer branding options to suit 
the look and feel of their brand and venue.

Consumables and accessories
 
As a service proposition to our customers, we offer a wide 
range of consumables and hydration-related accessories. 

This range complements our water dispensers and the 
hydration experience, offering our customers the best 
quality product and experience in the market. Our range 
includes sustainable single-use products (such as plastic 
free biodegradable cups), reusable drinking vessels, 
hygiene products and machine add-ons and accessories. 

We offer these in a wide range of models, including 
subscription models which provide convenience, savings 
and guaranteed supply to our customers.
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How we work
It is imperative to us that our customers enjoy the same level of Total Care service and performance 
from their water dispenser for the duration of their relationship with us – that is our service guarantee. 
To do so, we offer two separate models of engagement:

Rental model 

All inclusive monthly payment on a fixed term contract 
(typically 48-60 months). This includes the rental of 
the equipment as well as service, maintenance and 
breakdown coverage throughout the contract. 

This model allows customers to enjoy the benefits of a 
Waterlogic dispenser without having to dip into their 
capex budget, and with a low monthly cost.

Sales and service model 

Some customers prefer to reduce their monthly cost by 
opting to purchase the machine outright. This involves 
a one-off cost for the equipment, and a monthly fee for 
service and maintenance (with or without breakdown 
coverage).

Given our commitment to the quality of the experience, we will not sell a water dispenser to an end-
customer without a service contract attached. This ensures the dispensers are properly maintained 
and deliver the purity and security promise day in and day out.
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Our certifications
Firewall® technology, offered in our range 
of Waterlogic, Billi and Purezza products, 
has gone through over 5,000 independent 
tests by leading authorities around the 
world – always delivering its promise of 
99.9999% microbial protection, from the 
first drop to the last.

Certified by the International Association 
of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials 
(IAPMO) to the most stringent NSF 
and EPA standards, Firewall® is the 
world’s most highly certified drinking 
water purification technology – no other 
technology out there can claim the robust 
certifications that Firewall has obtained.

Billi, our integrated taps brand, is a 
Cornerstone Member of the International 
WELL Building Institute Membership 
Program. Installing Billi products in a 
building or project will award the building 
“points” towards its accreditation as WELL 
Certified – a sought-after sustainability 
accreditation.

System is certified by IAPMO R&T according to: 

NSF Protocol P231
Microbiological Water Purifiers

NSF/ANSI 55 Class A
Ultraviolet Microbiological Water
Treatment Systems

US EPA Standard
For Microbiological Water Purifiers

NSF/ANSI 42
Drinking Water Treatment Units
Aesthetic effects

NSF/ANSI 53
Drinking Water Treatment Units
Health effects

NSF/ANSI 372
For lead free compliance

NOTE: Certification may vary by market.
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Environmental, social 
and governance
Being a responsible business

Promoting hydration, 
good health, sustainable 
and responsible business 
practices, and raising 
awareness of plastic 
pollution and energy 
efficiency mean a great deal 
to us. These are the driving 
forces keeping us focused 
on why we do what we do. 

Waterlogic’s commitment 
to Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) aligns our 
business values, purpose and strategy 
with the needs of all our stakeholders, 
embedding responsible and ethical 
principles into everything we do, and 
enabling our customers to meet their 
own ESG goals. 

Here are just some of the contributions we made in 2020 
towards our seven key areas of focus:
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Working with you
Contact us today to learn how we can 
provide you with a best-in-class safe 
and sustainable workplace hydration 
experience throughout your global 
footprint. 

Yaniv Neeman
Group Director - New Channel Development

+44 (0)7472 694 573  | Yaniv@waterlogic.com



Better thinking, better water,  
better for you, better for the planet™

At Waterlogic, everything starts with the way we think
about water. Behind every drop of Waterlogic water
are years of knowledge, innovation and experience
to deliver purified, great-tasting water in the safest
and most sustainable way.

And because we design, manufacture, distribute,
install and service our own water dispensers, you can
enjoy unparalleled product quality including a range
of consumables and accessories, and highly responsive
Total Care service that is second-to-none.

Contact us today to learn more about Waterlogic
and find out which solution is right for you.
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